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 I'm talking about games like: Pain, Team Fortress 2, Counter-Strike, etc, which you can find at pubs around Cardiff. We play with custom maps made by a friend, but we were wondering if anyone else who's played on other servers had any games of the sorts we play to help create more custom maps for us? (I think there's a limitation on how many custom maps can be made) If anyone else is
interested, the LAN server will be set up at *this* location: - (this is if you're at home or at college) - If you're outside of Cardiff, the server will be at *this* location: - (I've forgotten the exact IP, if anyone can remember I'd appreciate it) If you play a game like counter-strike, you'll know how much fun you can have. I've played a lot of these games on LAN servers for like 10 years, and its always

been fun. If you're interested, ping me or message me in-game (If I have it enabled) Edit: Just to make it clearer, this is not a competitive server (we don't do any killing), and it's also not a clan server. It's just for fun, and you can play with as many people as you want. Just make sure you don't disconnect while other people are waiting for you to spawn. Last edited by jbisk on Thu May 05, 2013 6:53
am, edited 3 times in total. Alonn-Ahhh, I see. It's pretty much the same in every pub I've ever played in, so it doesn't really surprise me, sorry about the confusion. Quote:Ahhh, I see. It's pretty much the same in every pub I've ever played in, so it doesn't really surprise me, sorry about the confusion. Well yeah, but it's not just pubs, it's every server. Once we get one of these to set up, we want to set up

more. If we can find custom maps, it'd be even better. Anyway, I'll start looking for custom maps for the servers. I'm with everyone else, it's nice to have a few other servers to jump onto when I need to come down. It does save money on data and time 82157476af
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